
How to
Manifest
Anything,
Quickly

A guidebook for
Spi r i tua l  R i tua ls  based

on Occu l t  Knowledge &  
Feng Shui  



1.-THE LUCK OF THE IRISH

Some Items are Optional

You want to place a green plant in a clean
corner of your home. Place as many shiny
coins you have by the plant. You want to
have your wallet open by the green plant.
When you have this all together you will
complete a deep clean of your home.

 (optional: put on celtic music and make fresh tea
while you prep to clean. Having out fresh fruits by the
green plant is a plus. I would recommend making
your corner as seductive as possible! It makes for a
magical experience while you clean up).

Pennies, coins, golden coins (the
shiniest you have)
Green plant, herbal tea, fresh fruit
Your wallet
Celtic music
Cleaning products

ITEMS NEEDED FOR PRACTICE:

HOW TO MANIFEST
ANYTHING, QUICKLY!

S P I R I T U A L  G U I D E B O O K

PREP TALK | PEP TALK

~You will be deep
cleaning your home.
Expect to be clearing
out old drawers  that
you haven't touched in
ages.

~Get in a good spirits
and go with the flow. 

~Stay in the present
moment while you
clean.

Tips:
-Know exactly what you are

asking for and WHY.

~Let go. After you clean you

are done.
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~Expect fast results with
this one! It all depends
on how well you can tap
into your emotions.

~Get comfortable with
expressing yourself. It
is important to
acknowledge your
shadow side. Express
the sides of yourself that
you tend to hide.

~Explain the WHY as
much as you can. The
more you ask why is the
more you become
emotionally involved.

2.-THE POWER OF THE PEN

Find a quiet space in your home. You want to
be alone for this one. You are facing yourself
in this practice. The key to mastering this
technique is being vulnerable. Get out your
pen and paper. First, date your paper like a
letter. Then write out exactly where you are
in life. Start asking for what you want to
manifest. Explain why you want it/need it.
Explain until you connect with what you are
writing. Your pen will begin to flow,
effortlessly. Thank the Divine and sign your
full name. Do what  you wish with the paper
afterwords. You can fold the paper towards
you three times. Then burn or wet the paper
for release. You can also trash it.

Black pen, black sharpie
Paper to write on
Quiet space

ITEMS NEEDED FOR PRACTICE:

Tips:
-Listen to music before

writing (432 hertz or an old

song from childhood.)

Become a master at tapping

into your WHY.
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~Get mental images  in
your head of what you
are asking for. Be able
to see yourself with
what you want before
this practice.

~This practice is about
coming to the divine
clean. Allowing your
feeling body to be a
vessel in order to
receive. We are working
with the Divine for
manifestation.

3.-THE WISHING WELL 

This practice is done best in the evening. You
want to get into a dreamy state of mind.
Right before bed, take a bath. Start of with
washing yourself with sea salt in the shower.
Clean the tub and prepare a bath. Let your
mind run wild with all your worries and
desires. Close your eyes and start to picture
the end results to your wish. Spend time
living in the end result. This picture should
have YOU in it. Feel how happy you will be
once you get your wish. 

(optional: have fresh smelling flowers and
white candles by the bathtub)

A bathtub
Sea salt, body wash
Fresh flowers, candles
Pen and notepad

ITEMS NEEDED FOR PRACTICE:

Tips:
~Add a pinch of fresh milk

or blessed oil your bath.

~Journal what you are

asking for while in the

bathtub.
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